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Overview
• Why SPA and Why
Sample Return?
• Anchoring the Lunar
Impact Chronology
• Priority

– Decadal Survey for
Planetary Science
– Scientific Context for
Exploration of the Moon

• MoonRise Approach
Combined LRO WAC Image mosaic and LOLA topography

Why SPA Basin?
• Was there a cataclysmic impact
bombardment in the early Solar System?
– Onset and duration?
– Record is bound in the rocks of the
South Pole-Aitken impact basin

• What were the effects of such bombardment
on planets and moons in the Solar System?
• How do planets differentiate to produce
global scale asymmetries such as:
– Crustal dichotomy (thickness,
composition, volcanics)
– Large-scale geochemical & volcanic
provinces
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Moon’s South Pole-Aitken Basin preserves a record of early Solar System events.
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Why SPA Basin?

South Pole Aitken
Basin
240

• Largest and oldest of the clearly
recognizable impact basins on the Moon
– As such, SPA anchors the lunar
impact chronology
– SPA event completely resurfaced
this part of the Moon and reset
ages over an enormous area
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SPA Basin Chronology

• Contains within it
numerous very large
craters and several
smaller impact basins
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- SPA is the “bookend”
- All other basins and
craters are younger
- All contribute to SPA
chronology
- SPA produced a lot of
impact melt
LRO LOLA

NASA/GSFC/
ASU/MIT

Testing the Paradigm
- We need a statistical
approach - by obtaining
many 40Ar-39Ar ages - to
identify the age of SPA
and ages of post-SPA
impacts.
- What does this histogram
look like for the SPA
chronology?
- Do not need to know
which individual basins &
craters are dated, just the
distribution and spread of
ages.

SPA

Hypothetical

End of heavy
bombardment

Basis for Priority of SPA Basin
Exploration and Sample Return
• SPA sample return addresses
major cross-cutting Planetary
Science themes (2013):
– Building New Worlds—understanding Solar System beginnings
• Role of bombardment by large projectiles, planetary differentiation,
and formation of the Moon

– Planetary Habitats—searching for the requirements for life
• Effects of giant impacts on early habitable environments

– Workings of Solar Systems—revealing planetary processes through
time
• Impact basin formation & flux; giant planet orbit migration
2013 Planetary Science Decadal themes reaffirm importance of SPA
sample return for Solar System science

Key Scientific Areas for SPA
Exploration
• Chronology
• Deep Crust & Upper Mantle
• Giant Impact Basin Processes
• Origin of Global Asymmetry

From J. Melosh and G. Collins

Key Scientific Areas for SPA
Exploration
• Chronology and Composition of Basaltic
Volcanism
– sampling sub-SPA mantle and testing models for
origin and differentiation of the Moon
– timing and thermal evolution

MoonRise Approach
• Cost constrained! New Frontiers budget.
• Must address chronology and cataclysm

– A Solar System issue: understanding early history

• Must determine ages of many impact-melt samples
– Requires sample return to Earth and analysis of multiple
isotopic systems on many samples

• Leverage the impact process for sample delivery to
regolith at the landing site
– lunar soils well mixed, represent large area,
contain many rock fragments

• Land where best likelihood of successful sample
collection exists to meet science objectives

MoonRise Mission Overview
• One year mission
• Dedicated ComSat
• On surface, scoop and
sieve regolith to concentrate
rock fragments.
• Multispectral imager for
geologic context of landing
site and work volume.
• Sample materials transferred
to sample return canister
for return to Earth.
• Ascent Vehicle launches from
the Moon…

MoonRise Mission Overview
• Ascent Vehicle returns SRC
to Earth; recovery at Utah
Test Range.
• Preliminary examination
and curation of samples at
Johnson Space Center.
• Subset of samples
distributed for analysis in
science team laboratories.
• Samples made available for
study by the scientific
community worldwide and
for many years into the
future.

Where to Land?
• Sample within the Basin as defined by
broad compositional signature
corresponding to SPA interior.
– Use LP-GRS data 
– Keep to the interior of the basin,
~ 1200 km across (E-W)

• Many safe landing ellipses within this area.
• Proximity to basalt (mare and ‘cryptomare’)
– Sample basalt fragments delivered by
impacts; volcanic glass.

• Most of the areas shown in green 
correspond to intercrater plains.

– Mostly low-lying, level, and smooth terrain

• Data needed for scientific site selection and
landing site safety are available (LRO).

LP-GRS

Geology on
LRO WAC base

Keys to Success
• Leverage impact mixing
– precise location of landing site
is not critical
– can select safest landing site and
accomplish science objectives

• Leverage available image data
(especially LROC NAC)
• Increase science yield of sample
by sieving and collection of
>> 1 kg of sample
• Leverage best analytical
capabilities on Earth with the
returned samples

treasure from Apollo soil

Examples of
science team
analytical labs

SPA sample return would address key
Solar System Science as endorsed by the NRC
Addresses key objectives for
Planetary Science.

Advances scientific knowledge
of Solar System history and
processes.

Impact Cataclysm

How the Solar
System evolved
to its current,
diverse state.

Dynamics of the
Outer Solar System

MoonRise
Science

Effects of Giant
Impacts on
Planetary Evolution

SPA Samples

Origin of the
Earth-Moon system
Potential episodes of crust formation
on the terrestrial planets.
Modified from Head

Differentiation and
Thermal History of
the Terrestrial Planets

Planetary
Environments
for the Origin and
Evolution of Life

Implications for
the history of
Earth at a
critical time in the
development of
its habitable
environments and
the origin and
survival of Earth’s
early life.
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SPA Chronology – Crater Statistics

Hiesinger et al.,
2012, LPSC 43

Major Advances that SPA sample return
would provide in Planetary Science
• Will change our thinking about dynamics of the Solar System
and the key importance of cataclysmic events
– Advances beyond current models for late, heavy bombardment

• Will revolutionize understanding of the effects of giant impacts
on the development of terrestrial planets
– Nails down giant impact flux, applicable to other planets & moons
– Improves knowledge of early environments / habitability

• Will provide evidence and chronology anchors for a major
event in the inner Solar System
− Will fill time gap in our understanding of evolution of the inner Solar
System from 4.5 to 4.0 billion years ago

• How terrestrial planets evolve with time
– Crust-mantle differentiation, causes of global asymmetry, links
between distribution of heat-producing elements and thermal history
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Benefits that SPA sample return would
provide to the Planetary Science Program
• Advances our understanding of key events in the Solar
System
• Samples would be available for allocation to planetary
science community and future generations of researchers
– Largest mass of sample returned to the Earth robotically

• Transfers knowledge and experience from Apollo era to
current generations of scientists and engineers
• First US robotic sample return from another planetary
body (with a significant gravity well)
– Robotic descent to - and ascent from - an airless planetary body
– Paves the way to a new era of planetary sample return
– Allows sample return to provide much needed ground truth for
orbital observations on the Moon
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